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Abstract— Network alignment refers to the problem of
matching the vertex sets of two unlabeled graphs, which can
be viewed as a generalization of the classic graph isomorphism
problem. Network alignment has applications in several fields,
including social network analysis, privacy, pattern recognition,
computer vision, and computational biology. A number of
heuristic algorithms have been proposed in these fields. Recent
progress in the analysis of network alignment over stochastic
models sheds light on the interplay between network parameters and matchability.
In this paper, we consider the alignment problem when the
two networks overlap only partially, i.e., there exist vertices in
one network that have no counterpart in the other. We define
a random bigraph model that generates two correlated graphs
G1,2 ; it is parameterized by the expected node overlap t2 and
by the expected edge overlap s2 . We define a cost function
for structural mismatch under a particular alignment, and we
identify a threshold for perfect matchability:
 if the average node
degrees of G1,2 grow as ω (s−2 t−1 log(n) , then minimization
of the proposed cost function results in an alignment which (i) is
over exactly the set of shared nodes between G1 and G2 , and (ii)
agrees with the true matching between these shared nodes. Our
result shows that network alignment is fundamentally robust
to partial edge and node overlaps.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graph data captures relationships among entities, which
is a central abstraction in many fields, including the social
sciences, biology, information security, pattern recognition,
machine vision, and networking. In many data analysis applications, information from different sources has to be merged
into an integrated data model. This is notoriously difficult,
because entity names or features from different sources are
often unreliable and/or incompatible. When merging graph
data, one remedy is to rely on structural information rather
than on explicit vertex labels or vertex features to match
two (or several) graphs. This network reconciliation problem
has received significant attention recently: Social networks
can be aligned by structural information [3], [4], [10], [13],
[17], [19], [21], [26], with applications in network deanonymization [11], [12], [18], [20], [25]; protein-interaction
network matching allows us to find proteins with common
functions in different species [14], [15], [22]; graph matching
has many applications in pattern recognition and machine
vision [5], e.g., finding similar images in a database by
matching segment-adjacency graphs [7], [16], [24].
Network alignment1 can be viewed as a generalization of
the classic graph-isomorphism problem. Graph isomorphism
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1 Network alignment is also known as graph matching or network reconciliation in the literature.

is hard in general and is in NP (but not known to be in NPcomplete). For specific classes of graphs, more is known:
for example, for the Erdös-Rényi random graph G(n, p) [8]
the threshold function for asymmetry is known to be p =
log(n)/n [1].
However, finding the exact graph isomorphism can be
(exponentially) complex in the worst case.2 In addition, in
the scenarios considered here, the two graphs are subject
to noise and uncertainties, and are not exactly isomorphic
[5]. To address the above two issues, several heuristics have
been proposed [5], for example based on a notion of graph
edit distance [9]. In general, performance guarantees and a
characterization of feasible classes of graphs to be matched
by such heuristics have been elusive.
Recent work [21] has taken an information-theoretic angle
and shown conditions on the parameters of a random bigraph
model when perfect matching is possible. This model generates two correlated G(n, ps) random graphs, with a similarity
parameter 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. When s < 1, with high probability
the two graphs are not isomorphic, but [21] establishes a
threshold function for p such that the correct alignment can
nevertheless be identified. The threshold is proportional to
c(s) log(n)/n, where the function c(s) is a penalty due
to the dissimilarity of the two graphs. In summary, their
work shows conditions where graph structure fundamentally
contains sufficient information to find alignments, if computational resources are unlimited.
However, they make several strong and unrealistic assumptions, including that the vertex sets of the two graphs are
of the same size, and that a full matching between these
sets can be found. In most practical scenarios, node overlap
would be only partial. For example, when reconciling two
social networks, we should be able to allow for users of
one network not to be users of the other. To the best of
our knowledge, it is an open question to what extent partial
overlap of the node sets hampers the feasibility of network
alignment. We address this question in this paper.
Contributions We make the following contributions in this
paper.
(a) First, we extend the random bigraph model of [21] to
generate two Erdös-Rényi random graphs whose vertex sets
overlap only partially. The model has two parameters (t and
s) to control vertex overlap and edge overlap, respectively.
(b) Second, our main result is a sufficient condition on the
graph density (or average vertex degree) and on the amount
of noise for perfect matching. A perfect matching amounts to
(i) filtering out nodes without counterparts in both G1 and
2 The class of graphs that appear the most challenging is thought to be
the strongly regular graphs [23].

G2 , and (ii) correctly match the remaining nodes that are
present in both graphs.
(c) Third, we formulate network alignment as an optimization problem over the space of all possible partial
matchings between the two node sets. We show scaling
conditions such that minimizing a cost function identifies the
true matching with high probability. While the optimization
formulation does not lend itself to a scalable algorithm, our
results delineate the boundary between what is fundamentally
possible and impossible.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce our model for generating correlated graphs with partial
vertex overlap, and state our main result. In Section III,
we prove the result. Section IV concludes the paper. Some
technical details are relegated to appendices.
II. M ODEL AND C ONDITIONS FOR P ERFECT M ATCHING
In this section, we first state the graph matching problem
formally. Then, to formalize a partial overlap in the vertex
sets of the graphs, we present a random bigraph model that
generates two correlated Erdös-Rényi random graphs. We
introduce a cost function for structural mismatch under a
given candidate alignment of the two graphs. Finally, we
state the main theorem of this paper. Our theorem shows
that under surprisingly mild conditions, minimizing this cost
function finds the correct matching with high probability.
A. Graph Matching
Assume we are given two graphs G1 (V1 , E1 ) and
G2 (V2 , E2 ), which may represent, for example, two social
networks (e.g., G1 is Facebook, G2 is LinkedIn). We know
that some users have profiles in several social networks. In
this paper, we study the graph matching problem, which
refers to inferring the alignment of the common users of
the networks G1 and G2 by structural information only.
The graph-matching problem is defined formally as follows. Given the two graphs G1 (V1 , E1 ) and G2 (V2 , E2 ),
the goal is to find a matching between the nodes in V0 =
V1 ∩ V2 , where V0 (we define n0 = |V0 |) is the set of
vertices common to both graphs. We call this true hidden
matching π0 . We assume that, without loss of generality,
V1,2 ⊂ [n] = {1, . . . , n} and denote n1 = |V1 |, n2 = |V2 |.
Next, we define the set of all possible matchings Π from
graph G1 to G2 .
Definition 1: Π is the set of all partial matchings π from
the vertex set V1 to V2 . A partial matching π is a subset
of V1 × V2 such that any node in V1 = {1, . . . , n1 } and
V2 = {1, . . . , n2 } is matched to at most one node in the
other graph.
Thus, the identity hidden matching π0 is the set of couples
of nodes that are sampled in both graphs G1 and G2 , i.e.,
π0 = {[u, u] : u ∈ V0 }. Further, if node v1 ∈ V1 is matched
to node v2 ∈ V2 , we say v2 = π(v1 ) and v1 = π −1 (v2 ). For
a pair of nodes e = (u, v) we define π(e) = (π(u), π(v)).
Let us define V1,2 (π) as the sets of vertices in V1,2 that are
matched by π, and E1,2 (π) as the sets of matched edges (an
edge is matched if both endpoints are matched). For a node
u, we say π(u) is null (denoted by π(u) = ∅) if either u is

not sampled (u 6∈ V1 ) or u is not matched (i.e., u ∈ V1 but
u 6∈ V1 (π)). Similarly, for a node v, we say π −1 (v) is null
(π −1 (v) = ∅) if v 6∈ V2 or v 6∈ V2 (π). For a pair e = (u, v),
π(e) is defined to be null (denoted by π(e) = ∅) if either
π(u) = ∅ or π(v) = ∅. Similarly, π −1 (e) = ∅ if either
π −1 (u) = ∅ or π −1 (v) = ∅.
Definition 2: For a matching π we define (i) |π| as the
size of matching π, (ii) l as the number of correctly matched
couples of the form [i, i] and, (iii) k = |π| − l as the number
of wrongly matched couples. Let Πlk represent a class of
matchings of size |π| = l+k ≤ min{n1 , n2 } with l correctly
matched couples. Note that the sets Πlk partition the set Π
of all partial matchings.
For example, Fig. 1 shows the identity matching π0 ∈ Π70
and the matching π ∈ Π26 from V1 to V2 .
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Fig. 1: Examples of two matchings: (i) The true matching
π0 ∈ Π70 = {[u1 , u1 ], . . . , [u7 , u7 ]}, and (ii) the matching
π ∈ Π26 . White nodes are sampled in both graphs, while red
nodes are sampled in only one but not the other.

B. Random Bigraph Model
We study the graph-matching problem under a random
bigraph model. This model assumes that graphs G1 (V1 , E1 )
and G2 (V2 , E2 ) are sampled from an Erdös-Rényi (G(n, p))
[8] graph G(V, E) as follows: First, the generator graph
G(V, E) is sampled from the probability space
of G(n, p)

graphs with n nodes, where each of the n2 possible edges
exists independently with probability 0 < p ≤ 1; Second,
vertex sets V1,2 are sampled independently from the vertex
set V with probability t, i.e., P(u ∈ V1 ) = P(u ∈ V2 ) = t
for all u ∈ V . Third, the edge sets E1,2 are sampled from
those edges in E whose both endpoints are sampled in V1,2 ;
this means that each edge is in E1,2 independently with
probability s.
We refer to this model as the G(n, p; t, s) bigraph model.
This model is inspired by [21], but considers a more challenging and realistic scenario where the two graphs have

partially overlapping vertex sets (this is modeled by the node
sampling process).
C. Perfect Matchability Under Structural Mismatch
We now define a cost function that quantifies the structural mismatch between the two graphs G1 (V1 , E1 ) and
G2 (V2 , E2 ) under a given partial matching π. The cost
function has two terms Φπ and Ψπ :
• Mismatched edges:
X
X
Φπ =
1{π(e)∈E
1{π−1 (e)∈E
/ 2} +
/ 1}.
e∈E1 (π)
•

e∈E2 (π)

Ψ1π

Unmatched edges: Ψπ =
+ Ψ2π , where Ψ1π and
2
Ψπ are the number of unmatched edges in E1 and E2 ,
respectively. More precisely, we define
Ψ1π = |{e ∈ E1\E1 (π)}| and Ψ2π = |{e ∈ E2\E2 (π)}|.

The cost function is a weighted sum of Φπ and Ψπ :
∆π = Φπ + αΨπ .

(1)

Our approach consists in minimizing the cost function ∆π
over all possible partial matchings π. There is a tradeoff
between the two cost terms (1): adding node couples to the
matching π cannot decrease Φπ (and it can increase even
for correct couples because of edge sampling), while Ψπ
cannot increase. The parameter α controls this tradeoff: with
α = 0, the trivial empty matching minimizes ∆π ; with α > 1
the optimal matching is always of the largest possible size
min{n1 , n2 }, because the increase in Φπ when adding a
couple to π is smaller than the decrease in αΨπ . Below,
we identify constraints on α and provide an appropriate
value such that with high probability, matching found by
minimizing ∆π is the correct partial matching π0 .
We now state the main result of the paper.
Theorem 3: In the G(n, p; t, s) bigraph model with
log n
3
ns t2  p  1, there exists a value of α such that with
high probability
π0 = argmin ∆π .
(2)
π

Before proving Theorem 3, we provide some context for
the result.
Expressed in terms of the expected degree npst of the
two observable graphs G1,2 , the threshold is log(n)/s2 t for
perfect matchability.
The dependence on n is tight. To see this, consider
the intersection graph G0 = G (V0 , E1 ∩ E2 ). Its expected
degree is nps2 t2 .3 If this is asymptotically less than log nt2 ,
then G0 has symmetries w.h.p. (which in fact stem from
isolated vertices [2]). In this case, the correct matching
cannot be determined uniquely. To see this, assume that an
oracle reveals, separately for G1 and for G2 , the set of nodes
and edges without counterpart. These sets contain no useful
information to estimate π0 over the common nodes, because
of the independence assumptions in the model. Essentially,
3 To be precise, (n − 1)ps2 t2 ; we sometimes omit lower-order terms for
readability.

given an oracle, G0 is a sufficient statistic for π0 , whose
symmetries would preclude inferring π0 .
Based on this argument, the dependence on t is tight as
well, while there is a gap of a factor of s between the
achievability result in Theorem 3 and the trivial lower bound
based on G0 . It is not clear whether the upper or lower bound
is loose with respect to s.
With t = 1, we can recover the achievability result of
Pedarsani and Grossglauser [21] up to a constant. Note that
this is not trivial, as their problem formulation minimizes a
cost function4 over the set {Πlk : k + l = n}, while here we
minimize over the larger set {Πlk : k + l ≤ n}. Our result
shows, then, that there is asymptotically no penalty for not
knowing a priori the overlap set V0 .
The cost function ∆π with α = 1 is similar to a simple
graph edit distance between G1 and G2 . Suppose we wanted
to find the cheapest way to transform the unlabeled graph
G1 into G2 through edge additions and deletions. Then the
number of operations is exactly ∆π . Our conditions on α
(discussed in detail within the proof) show that minimizing
this edit distance does not work. Instead, the tradeoff between
penalizing mismatched mapped edges and unmapped edges
needs to be controlled more finely through an appropriate
choice of α that depends on p and s.
The result is for the Erdös-Rényi random graph model
with uniform sampling. This parsimonious model is a poor
approximation of most real networks, which have salient
properties not shared with random graphs (skewed degree
distribution, clustering, community structure, etc.). However,
we conjecture that network alignment for random graphs is
harder than for real graphs, because the structural features
of real networks make nodes more distinguishable than in
random graphs. Our results suggest that even for the difficult
case of random graphs, network alignment is fundamentally
easy given sufficient computational power.
III. P ROOF OF T HEOREM 3
We provide a brief sketch followed by the detailed proof.
Let S be the number of matchings π ∈ Π such that
∆π − ∆π0 ≤ 0. Following the Markov inequality, as S
is a non-negative integer-valued random variable, we have
P[S ≥ 1] ≤ E[S]. We will prove that, under the conditions
of Theorem 3,
X
P[S ≥ 1] ≤ E[S] =
P(∆π − ∆π0 ≤ 0) → 0.
(3)
π∈Π

The main complication of the proof stems from the fact
that the random variables ∆π and ∆π0 are correlated in
a complex way, because they are both functions of the
random vertex and random edge sets V1,2 and E1,2 . Both
∆π and ∆π0 can be written as sums of Bernoulli random
variables. The main challenge in the proof is to decompose
the difference ∆π − ∆π0 into components that are mutually
independent and can be appropriately bounded.
For this, we first partition the node sets V1 and V2 with
respect to how they are mapped by π and π0 . This node
4 Identical

to ours with α = 0.

partition induces an edge partition. Elements of some parts of
the edge partition contribute equally to ∆π and ∆π0 and can
be ignored. The remaining parts can be further subdivided
into linear structures (specifically, chains and cycles) with
only internal and short-range correlation. Finally, this leads to
the desired decomposition of the sums of Bernoullis, which
is fine enough to apply standard concentration arguments to
∆π and ∆π0 individually, and to then stochastically bound
their difference.
Proof of Theorem 3 We consider the contribution of edges
(or potential edges) to the terms ∆π and ∆π0 as a random
variable in the G(n, p; t, s) probability space. More precisely,
for a pair of nodes u, v ∈ V1 and their images under the
matching π (i.e., π(u), π(v)) we look at the probability of
having/not having an edge between these nodes in G1,2 .
From now on, a pair e represents a possible edge e = (u, v)
which, based on the realization of the G(n, p; t, s) bigraph
random model, might have or not have an actual edge
between the nodes u and v.
Let us call the set of all pairs in G1 as V12 (here, we
slightly abuse the notation, meaning V21 ). The set V22 is
defined similarly. We define, by analogy, the set of matched

pairs V12 (π) as the set of all the pairs (u, v) ∈ V12(π) . Also,
the set V22 (π) is defined similarly.
The term Φπ counts the number of edges in both graphs
that are matched to a nonexistent edge in the other graph.
More precisely, the contribution of pair e ∈ V12 (π) and
its image π(e) ∈ V22 (π) to Φπ is φ(e) = |1{e∈E1 (π)} −
1{π(e)∈E2 (π)} |. Note that pairs e and π(e) contribute to Φπ
if and only if exactly one of them exists in G1 or G2 . Also,
for e ∈ V12 \V12 (π), we define ψ1 (e) = 1{e∈E1 \E1 (π)} which
represents the contribution of pair e to Ψ1π . This indicator
term is equal to 1 if the edge between unmatched pair e
in G1 exists. Similarly, for e ∈ V22 \ V22 (π), we define
ψ2 (e) = 1{e∈E2 \E2 (π)} . To sum up, we can write ∆π as
X
∆π =
φ(e)+
e∈V12 (π)


α


X

e∈V12 \V12 (π)

ψ1 (e) +

X

ψ2 (e) .

(4)

e∈V22 \V22 (π)

In order to compute contributions of pairs to ∆π and ∆π0 ,
we first partition the vertices in the set V1 ∪ V2 based on the
matchings π and π0 . Then we partition the node pairs with
respect to this node partition.
A. Node Partition
We partition the nodes in V1 ∪ V2 into the following five
parts based on the matching π:
(i) X(π) is the set of nodes that are matched correctly by
π, i.e., X(π) = {u ∈ V1 ∪ V2 |π(u) = u}.
(ii) → (π) is the set of nodes that are matched in the graph
G1 , but π −1 is null for them, i.e., → (π) = {u ∈
V1 ∪ V2 |π(u) 6= ∅, π −1 (u) = ∅}.
(iii) ← (π) is the set of nodes that are matched in the graph
G2 , and π is null for them, i.e., ← (π) = {u ∈ V1 ∪
V2 |π(u) = ∅, π −1 (u) 6= ∅}.

(iv) ↔ (π) is the set of nodes that are matched in both
graphs G1,2 , but wrongly, i.e., ↔ (π) = {u ∈ V1 ∪
V2 |π(u) 6= {u, ∅}, π −1 (u) 6= ∅}.
(v) ×(π) is the set of nodes which are null in both graphs
G1,2 under the matching π, i.e., ×(π) = {u ∈ V1 ∪
V2 |π(u) = ∅, π −1 (u) = ∅}.
In the matching π0 all the nodes in V0 are matched correctly and the other nodes are left unmatched; therefore, only
the two sets X(π0 ) and ×(π0 ) are nonempty. The pairwise
intersections of the partitions under the two matchings π and
π0 are defined in Table I. For an example of these pairwise
intersections, see Table II.
PP
π0

PP π X
P
P
X
×

C
∅

↔

→

←

×

W
∅

L
Q

R
X

S
U

TABLE I: Partition of the nodes in V1 ∪ V2 into eight sets
based on the pairwise intersections of partition of the nodes
in V1 ∪ V2 under π and π0 .

PP
PP π
π0
P
P
X
×

X

↔

→

←

×

u1 , u2
∅

u3 , u4 , u5 , u6
∅

∅
u8 , u9

u7
u12

∅
u10 , u11

TABLE II: Example of partition of the nodes V1 ∪ V2 of the
graphs G1,2 from Fig. 1.

B. Edge Partition
We now partition the set of pairs based on the classes
of nodes which are defined in Table I. A pair e contributes
equally to ∆π and ∆π0 if it is matched in the same way by
π and π0 (i.e., π0 (e) = π(e)), or if it is null in both. The
following sets are those pairs that contribute equally to ∆π
and ∆π0 , and consequently, their contributions will cancelout in the difference ∆π − ∆π0 :
1) Pairs between the nodes in the set C. These pairs are
present in both graphs and their endpoints are matched
correctly by both π and π0 . For example, in Fig. 1, the
pair (u1 , u2 ) is matched to the same pair by matchings
π0 and π.
2) Pairs in G1 between U ∩ V1 (i.e., the nodes in V1 which
are unmatched by π and not sampled in V2 ) and V1
contribute equally to both Ψπ and Ψπ0 . Similarly, for
the pairs in (U ∩ V2 ) × V2 in the graph G2 . Note that
these pairs are present in only one of the graphs. As an
example, in Fig. 1, the pairs (u10 , u11 ), (u10 , u12 ) and
(u10 , u2 ) in graph G2 are matched neither under π nor
under π0 .
3) Pairs e between Q and S ∪R in the graph G1 contribute
equally to both Ψπ and Ψπ0 by a term ψ1 (e). Similarly,
the pairs between X and S ∪ L in the graph G2
contribute a term ψ2 (e) under both matchings π and
π0 . Note that these pairs are present only in one of

the graphs. In Fig. 1, (u7 , u8 ) and (u7 , u9 ) provide two
examples of pairs in this class from graph G1 .
Let Zπ and Zπ0 denote the contribution of these pairs to
∆π and ∆π0 , respectively. By definition Zπ = Zπ0 . Call E
the set of all the remaining pairs that are matched differently
under π and π0 . Note that E depends on both matchings
π and π0 . As for each instance of the G(n, p; t, s) bigraph
model the matching π0 is fixed, for simplicity of notation
we drop the dependence on π0 and define Xπ = ∆π − Zπ
and Yπ = ∆π0 − Zπ0 . Here Xπ and Yπ represent the sums
of indicator terms over the contribution of pairs in the set
E under matchings π and π0 , respectively. To wrap up, we
have
∆π − ∆π0 = (Xπ + Zπ ) − (Yπ + Zπ0 ) = Xπ − Yπ . (5)
The next step of the proof is to find a lower-bound for
Xπ −Yπ . In order to compute contributions of pairs from the
set E to different indicator terms in Xπ and Yπ , we partition
this set into the following subclasses:
1) The set of pairs present in only one of the graphs
G1,2 and matched by π. Note that at least one of the
endpoints of these pairs are not sampled in either V1,2 .
Therefore, these pairs are not matched by π0 . These
pairs are divided into the two following sets:
• E∅,M ∗ = {(i, j) ∈ (Q × V1 (π))} is the set of pairs
that contribute a ψ1 (e) to Ψ1π0 and a φ(e) to Φπ .
• E∅,∗M = {(i, j) ∈ (X × V2 (π))} is the set of pairs

that contribute a ψ2 (e) to Ψ2π0 and a φ π −1 (e) to
Φπ .
For example, in Fig. 1, we have (u3 , u8 ) ∈ E∅,M ∗ and
(u1 , u12 ) ∈ E∅,∗M .
2) The set of pairs present in both graphs G1,2 but unmatched by π in at least one of the graphs. These pairs
can be further partitioned into three subclasses:
• EM,M ∅ = {(i, j) ∈ L × (C ∪ W ∪ L)} is the set of
pairs that are matched in G1 and unmatched in G2 .
A pair e ∈ EM,M ∅ contributes to a φ(e) to Φπ0 and
Φπ , and ψ2 (e) to Ψ2π .
• EM,∅M = {(i, j) ∈ R × (C ∪ W ∪ R)} is the set
of pairs that are matched in G2 and unmatched in
G1 .
S
• EM,∅∅ = {(i, j) ∈ (S × V0 ) (L × R)} is the set
of pairs that are unmatched by π in both graphs.
These pairs contribute to a φ(e) to Φπ0 , and ψ2 (e)
to both Ψ1π and Ψ2π .
In Fig. 1, the unmatched pair (u4 , u7 ) in G1 is matched
by π only in G2 , i.e., (u4 , u7 ) ∈ EM,∅M .
3) EM,M M = {(i, j) ∈ W × (C ∪ W)} is the set of pairs
that are present and matched, but wrongly, by π in both
graphs G1,2 . These pairs are matched differently by π
and π0 . The pairs in the set EM,M M contribute to a φ(e)
in Φπ0 , and contribute to terms φ(e) and φ π −1 (e)
in Φπ . For example, in Fig. 1, the pairs (u1 , u3 ) and
(u4 , u5 ) which are matched differently by π0 and π
belong to the set EM,M M .

Note that this is not generally true. Indeed, transpositions5 in π contribute equally to both Φπ and Φπ0 .
We have at most bk/2c pairs of this type, because the
number of wrongly matched couples is k. To be precise,
we do not consider these pairs in the set EM,M M .
Now, let us define the sizes of the described sets as
follows: m1 = |E∅,M ∗ ∪ E∅,∗M |, m2,1 = |EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,∅M |,
m2,2 = |EM,∅∅ |, m2 = m2,1 + m2,2 and m3 = |EM,M M |.
Also, we define m = m1 + m2 + m3 .
C. Indicator Terms and Expected Values
In Lemma 4, the two terms Xπ and Yπ are expressed as
sums of indicator terms (Bernoulli random variables) over
the pairs in E.
Lemma 4: For Xπ we have:
X
φ(e)
Xπ =
e∈E∅,M ∗ ∪EM,M ∅ ∪EM,M M


+ α


X

X

ψ1 (e) +

e∈EM,∅M ∪EM,∅∅

ψ2 (e) ,

e∈EM,M ∅ ∪EM,∅∅

(6)
where φ(e)∼Be (2ps(1 − ps)) and ψ1 (e), ψ2 (e)∼Be(ps).
For Yπ we have:
X
Yπ =
φ(e)
e∈EM,M ∅ ∪EM,∅M ∪EM,∅∅ ∪EM,M M


+ α


X

e∈E∅,M ∗

ψ1 (e) +

X

ψ2 (e) ,

(7)

e∈E∅,∗M

where φ(e)∼Be (2ps(1 − s)), and ψ1 (e), ψ2 (e)∼Be(ps).
Proof: First, note that E∅,M ∗ ∪ EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,M M =
E ∩ V12 (π) is the set of all matched pairs from G1 which are
in the set E. Remember that by (5) the term Xπ is the sum of
indicators in ∆π over pairs in the set E. Thus, we get the first
term in the right hand side of (6). Each pair e (same is true
for π(e)) exists in each of the graphs G1,2 with probability
ps; therefore φ(e) = Be (2ps(1 − ps)). Second, we compute
the number of terms ψ1,2 (e) that contribute to Xπ . These are
(i) pairs of type EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,∅M that contribute to either Ψ1π
or Ψ2π , and (ii) pairs of type EM,∅∅ that contribute to both
Ψ1π and Ψ2π . The probability of a pair e to have an actual
edge e ∈ E1,2 is ps, hence ψ1 (e), ψ2 (e)∼Be(ps).
Yπ is the contribution of the pairs in the set E to ∆π0 . For
each pair e matched by π0 and π, e ∈ EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,∅M ∪
EM,∅∅ ∪ EM,M M there is an indicator φ(e) in Yπ . Note that
this φ(e) is an indicator of the event that e is sampled in
G1 and π(e) = e is not sampled in G2 (or vice versa). Thus
φ(e) = Be (2ps(1 − s)). The argument for ψ1 (e), ψ2 (e) is
the same as for Xπ . This proves (7).
In the next corollary, we compute the expected values of Xπ
and Yπ .
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pair (u, v) is a transposition under π if π(u) = v and π(v) = u.

Corollary 5: For Xπ and Yπ we have


m1 + m2,1
E[Xπ ] = m3 +
2ps(1 − ps)
2
+ αm2,1 ps + 2αm2,2 ps.
E[Yπ ] = (m2 + m3 )2ps(1 − s) + αm1 ps.

(u8 , u9 )

(u12 , u6 )
φ(e)

e

π(e)

(a)
ψ1 (π(e))
(u3 , u9 )

(u5 , u6 )

(u4 , u7 )

φ(e)
e

Proof: Note that the term φ(e), which is defined as
φ(e) = |1{e∈E1 (π)} − 1{π(e)∈E2 (π)} |, depends to pairs e
and π(e) from graphs G1 and G2 , respectively. Also, as the
matching π is an injective function, each pair e ∈ V12 can
be matched to at most one pair from V22 . This is generally
true for pairs e ∈ V22 from G2 . Therefore, the number of
pairs from graph G1 which contribute to the {φ(e)} terms is
equal to the number of pairs from graph G2 which contribute
to these terms, i.e., |E∅,M ∗ ∪ EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,M M | = |E∅,∗M ∪
EM,∅M ∪EM,M M |. Remember that |E∅,M ∗ ∪E∅,∗M | = m1 and
|EM,M ∅ ∪EM,∅M | = m2 . To sum up, number of {φ(e)} terms
which contribute to Xπ (defined precisely in Lemma 4) is
m +m
m3 + 1 2 2,1 . The rest comes directly from the definitions
of m1 , m2 and m3 .
In the following lemma, we prove that the expected value
fof Xπ is larger than the expected value of Yπ .
Lemma 6: If 1 − ps > α > 1 − s, then E[Xπ ] > E[Yπ ].
Proof:
From Corollary 5, we have E[Xπ ] >
ps ((1 − ps)m1 + 2αm2 + 2(1 − ps)m3 ) > E[Yπ ] if the
following inequalities hold: (i) (1−ps) > α, (ii) α > (1−s),
and (ii) (1 − ps) > (1 − s). Note that if the first two
inequalities hold, then the third inequality holds.

φ(π(e))
π 2 (e)

π(e)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a) Example of a chain with length one from the
matching π from Fig. 1. (b) Example of a chain with length
three from the matching π from Fig. 1: The term ψ1 (π(e))
corresponds to the contribution of pair (u2 , u6 ) in the graph
G1 . In this chain, the term φ (π(e)) is correlated with the
two terms φ(e) and ψ1 (π(e)).
π(e)

π(e)

(u2 , u5 )

(u5 , u4 )

φ(e)

φ(e)

(u2 , u3 )

φ(π(e))

e

(u3 , u5 )

φ(π(e))

e
φ(π 2 (e))

(u2 , u4 )

φ(π 2 (e))

π 2 (e)

(a)

(u4 , u3 )
π 2 (e)

(b)

D. Correlation Structure

Fig. 3: Examples of two cycles from the matching π from
Fig. 1: Pairs generate a cycle of dependent terms. In these
cycles, the terms φ(e), φ (π(e)) and φ π 2 (e) are correlated
pairwise.

Lemma 6 guarantees that for any π 6= π0 , E[∆π ] >
E[∆π0 ]. In the following, we demonstrate that Xπ and Yπ , as
sums of correlated Bernoulli random variables, concentrate
around their means.
Due to the edge sampling process, the presence of edges
between the nodes in V0 is correlated in the two graphs
G1 and G2 . For example, consider an event φ(e) that is
a function of edges e ∈ G1 and π(e) ∈ G2 . Furthermore,
assume π(e) is sampled and matched in the graph G1 . Then,
the presence of π(e) in G1 is correlated with the presence
of π(e) in G2 . Therefore, the two terms φ(e) and φ (π(e))
are correlated. By the same lines of reasoning, if π 2 (e) is
sampled and matched in G1 , the two terms φ (π(e)) and
φ π 2 (e) are correlated, and so on. Thus, terms Φπ and Ψπ
are the sums of correlated Bernoulli random variables.
To address these correlations, we first define chains and
cycles of pairs under the alignment π. We call a sequence of
different pairs (e1 , · · · , ei · · · , eq ) a chain if (i) π −1 (e1 ) = ∅,
i.e., e1 is either unmatched or not sampled in G2 ; (ii) π(eq ) =
∅, i.e., eq is either unmatched or not sampled in G1 ; and (iii)
π(ei ) = ei+1 for 1 ≤ i < q, i.e., each pair in a chain is the
image of the previous pair in that chain under the alignment
π. In Fig. 2b, the sequence ((u3 , u9 ), (u5 , u6 ), (u4 , u7 )) is an
example of a chain of length three. Also, we call a sequence
of different pairs (e1 , · · · , ei , · · · , eq ) a cycle if (i) π(ei ) =

ei+1 for 1 ≤ i < q; and (ii) π(eq ) = e1 . As an example, see
the cycle ((u2 , u3 ), (u2 , u5 ), (u2 , u4 )) in Fig. 3a.
Following the discussion above, we state Lemmas 7 and
8. In Lemma 7, we (i) partition all the pairs of E into chains
and cycles; and (ii) demonstrate contributions of these pairs
to different indicator terms. In Lemma 8, we characterize
correlations between terms in the induced sequence of indicators.
Lemma 7: All the pairs in the set E can be partitioned into
chains and cycles, where they induce sequences of indicator
terms as follows:
For each cycle (e1 , · · · , ei , · · · eq ), 1 ≤ i < q, its
pairs contribute to the induced sequence of indicator terms
(φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq )).
For each chain (e1 , · · · ei , · · · eq ), 1 ≤ i < q, its pairs
contribute to one of the following five types of induced
sequences of indicator terms:
1) e1 ∈ E∅,M ∗ and eq ∈ E∅,∗M , these pairs contribute to the induced sequence of indicator terms
(φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq−1 )).
2) e1 ∈ E∅,M ∗ and eq ∈ EM,∅M , these pairs contribute to the induced sequence of indicator terms
(φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq−1 ), ψ1 (eq )).

3) e1 ∈ EM,M ∅ and eq ∈ E∅,∗M , these pairs contribute to the induced sequence of indicator terms
(ψ2 (e1 ), φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq−1 )).
4) if e1 ∈ EM,M ∅ and eq ∈ EM,∅M , these pairs contribute to the induced sequence of indicator terms
(ψ2 (e1 ), φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq−1 ), ψ1 (eq )).
5) e1 ∈ EM,∅∅ , here we have a chain of length one. The
edge e1 contributes to the induced sequence of indicator
terms (ψ2 (e1 ), ψ1 (e1 )).
Lemma 8: For sequences of induced indicator terms from
partitions in Lemma 7, we have
• All the induced indicators φ/ψ associated with different
chains and cycles are mutually independent.
• For a chain, each indicator φ/ψ is correlated with at
most the preceding and subsequent indicators in the
induced sequence.
• For a cycle, each indicator φ/ψ is correlated with at
most the preceding and subsequent indicators in the
induced sequence, and φ(e1 ) is correlated with φ(eq ).
For details regarding the correctness of this partition, their
induced indicator terms and the correlation arguments refer
to Appendix II.
From Lemma 8, we know that each term φ(e) (or ψ1,2 (e))
is correlated with at most two of its neighbors (e.g., see
Figs. 2 and 3). We associate a label 0 or 1 with all the
induced φ(e) and ψ1,2 (e) terms by alternating marks. We
obtain a marking that all the indicators with the same mark
are independent. This is not generally true for the terms at
start and end of cycles with odd number of indicators. See the
discussions on how to handle these special cases, and detailed
computation of the concentration bounds in Appendix III.
Next, based on this marking procedure, we split Xπ
into two sums of independent random variables and derive
concentration bounds for each sum.

Thus the expected number of matchings π 6= π0 such that
∆π ≤ ∆π0 is
X

≤

X

|Πlk |P[Xπ − Yπ ≤ 0]

k,l

k,l



α02
|Πlk |3 exp −
psm .
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To finalize our proof, it remains to find a lower bound for
m (as the number of node pairs in the set E) and an upper
bound for |Πlk |.
Lemma 9: We have
0 −2)
and |Πlk | <
1) if k ≤ n0 − l, then m > (n0 −l)(n
2
3(n0 −l)
n
.
2) if k > n0 − l, then m > k(n02−2) and |Πlk | < n3k .
Proof: First, we upper-bound the number of matchings
in the set Πlk . Assume we first choose l nodes from n0
nodes in the set V0 that are matched correctly. Then, we
choose k other nodes from the remaining nodes of V1 and
V2 . Also, there are at most k! possible matchings between
these k chosen nodes. Therefore,
 


n0
n1 − l n2 − l
|Πlk | ≤
k! ≤ nn0 0 −l nk1 nk2 . (10)
l
k
k

Based on the value of k we consider two different cases:
•

E. Concentration
We define µ1 = E[Xπ ] and µ2 = E[Yπ ] and apply a union
bound for the difference Xπ − Yπ (5).

E(S) ≤

•

if k ≤ n0 − l, then |Πlk | < n3(n0 −l) . By definition,
m = |E| is the number of pairs which are matched
differently by π and π0 . This includes the set of pairs
between any sampled node v1 ∈ V0 and any node v2 ∈
V0 matched differently by π and π0 . Note that these
pairs are all the present pairs and there are m2 + m3 of
them. Also, we should consider the pairs that contribute
equally to both terms due to transpositions. Thus we
0 −2)
.
have m ≥ n02−l + (n0 − l)l − b k2 c ≥ (n0 −l)(n
2
l
3k
if k > n0 − l, then |Πk | < n . Here note that
the set E includes all the pairs between any sampled
node v1 ∈ V0 and any node v2 ∈ V1 (π) ∪ V2 (π)
which are matched differently by π and π0 . Again,
we should consider transpositions. We compute the
number
of pairs matched by π as m ≥ m3 + m1 ≥

k
+
kl
− b k2 c. After that, if k ≥ n0 , we have the
2
statement immediately;
otherwise, we use l > n0 − k,

and obtain m ≥ k2 + k(n0 − k) − b k2 c ≥ k(n02−2) .





µ1 + µ2
µ1 + µ2
+P Yπ >
.
P [Xπ − Yπ ≤ 0] ≤ P Xπ <
2
2
(8)
We use the following bounds for the concentration of Xπ and
Yπ around their means (See Lemma 13 from Appendix III).




(µ1 − µ2 )2
µ1 + µ2
≤ 2 exp −
,
P Xπ <
2
96µ1
Now, we find an upper bound for E[S] based on the above




µ1 + µ2
(µ1 − µ2 )2
cases.
P Yπ >
≤ exp −
.
2
12µ1
(1) If k ≤ n0 −l: we define i = n0 −l. Using the facts that
0 −2)
m
> (n0 −l)(n
, k ≤ n and |Πlk | < n3(n0 −l) , we obtain
2
Next, we lower-bound µ − µ to estimate (8) as follows.
1

2

Assume α0 = min ((1 − ps − α), (α − (1 − s))), then from
Corollary 5 we have µ1 − µ2 ≥ α0 ps(m1 + m2 + m3 ) ≥
psα0 m. Also, note that µ1 ≤ 2mps and µ2 ≤ 2mps. To sum
up, we have

mps 
P[Xπ − Yπ ≤ 0] ≤ 3 exp −α02
.
(9)
192

 

α02
E[S] ≤
3 exp i 3 log n − ps
(n0 − 2)
384
k,l


n0
X
α02
≤
3 exp (3i + 1) log n − ips
(n0 − 2) .
384
i=1
X

(2) If k > n0 − l: using the facts that m > k(n02−2) and
|Πlk | < n3k , we obtain
 

X
α02
E[S] ≤
3 exp k 3 log n − ps
(n0 − 2)
384
k,l


n
X
α02
≤
(n0 − 2) .
3 exp (3k + 1) log n − kps
384
k=1

The geometric sum goes to 0 if the first term goes to 0.
log n
Thus given that ps  1536
α02 n0 , we obtain E[S] → 0. We
2
obtain n0 = nt (1 + o(1)) from a Chernoff bound and get
log n 6
ps  1536
α02 nt2 .
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3, we choose α =
(1−ps)+(1−s)
= 1 − s(1+p)
; then α0 = s(1+p)
and we derive
2
2
2
log n
the final bound ps  ns2 t2 .
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of matching two
unlabeled graphs by their edge structure alone. We propose
a stochastic model for generating two correlated graphs with
partial node and edge overlaps. More precisely, we introduce
the G(n, p; t, s) bigraph generator model, where G(n, p) is
the underlying ground-truth graph, and t and s are two
parameters that control the similarities of the vertex and edge
sets, respectively. We take an information-theoretic perspective, in that we ignore computational limitations and identify
sufficient conditions such that a combinatorial optimization
problem yields the correct answer with high probability.
We give conditions on the graph density p, and prove that
within these conditions the true partial matching between the
node sets of the two graphs can be inferred with zero error.
The conditions on the node and edge similarity parameters t
and s are quite benign:
essentially,
the average node degree


.
has to grow as ω log(n)
s2 t
Beyond establishing the scaling relation of network alignment in the presence of partial node overlap, the structure of
the cost function suggests heuristics for efficient algorithms.
In particular, the cost function takes the form of a graph edit
distance, but with a tradeoff between the two types of error
(mismatch and map-to-null) that is quite delicate to control
(through the parameter α). We therefore expect our model
and result to be useful in the development and tuning of
matching heuristics.
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A PPENDIX I
C ONCENTRATION LEMMAS
Lemma P
10: [Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [6]]
n
Let X , i=1 Xi where Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are independently

distributed in [0, 1]. Then for  > 0,


2



P [X > (1 + )E[X]] ≤ exp − E[X] ,
3
 2


P [X < (1 − )E[X]] ≤ exp − E[X] .
2
A PPENDIX II
PARTITION OF NODE PAIRS INTO CHAINS AND CYCLES
In this appendix, we provide the detailed proof for Lemmas 7 and 8. More precisely, we prove that the set chains
and cycles correctly partition the pairs in set E, and we
characterize the dependence structure of the indicators within
this partition.
First, note that each pair e ∈ E∅,M ∗ is present only in G1 ,
thus it contributes only to one φ(e) indicator term. Consider
the chain (e, π(e), . . . π c (e)) when c is the smallest number
such that π c+1 (e) is null. This case happens in one of the
two following cases:
c
c
• if π (e) ∈ E∅,∗M then π (e) is matched and exists
only in G2 . Therefore, this chain
 of pairs induces the
sequence φ(e), · · · , φ π c−1 (e) of indicator terms.
Fig. 2a is an example of such a chain under the matching
π from Fig. 1.
c
c
• if π (e) ∈ EM,∅M then π (e) exists in both graphs but
is matched only in G2 . Therefore, this chain induces
the sequence (φ(e), · · · , ψ1 (π c (e))) of indicator terms.
Fig. 2b is an example of such a chain under the
matching π from Fig. 1.
Second, each pair e ∈ EM,M ∅ is present in both G1 and
G2 , but is matched only in G1 , thus it contributes to terms
φ(e) and ψ2 (e). Consider the chain (e, π(e), . . . π c (e)) when
c is the smallest number such that π c+1 (e) is null. This case
happens in one of the two following cases:
c
c
• if π (e) ∈ E∅,∗M , then π (e) is matched and exists only
in the graph G2 . Therefore, this chain induces
the se
quence of ψ2 (e), φ(e), · · · , φ π c−1 (e) of indicator
terms.
c
c
• if π (e) ∈ EM,∅M , then π (e) exists in both graphs but
is matched only in the graph G2 . Therefore, this chain
induces the sequence of (ψ2 (e), φ(e), · · · , ψ1 (π c (e)))
of indicator terms.
Now we formulate a cycle/chain partition process as
follows: First, for each pair, we build a chain as described
above; second, for each pair e ∈ EM,M ∅ we also build a
chain; third, for each pair of type e ∈ EM,∅∅ we build another
chain (ψ1 (e), ψ2 (e)).
Note that the first two types of chains are duals of each
other: For each chain of pairs which ends with a pair e ∈
E∅,∗M or e ∈ EM,∅M , we can build the same chain of pairs
backwards; starting from e and applying π −1 instead of π.
Based on this observation, we compute that there are m1 +
m2 pairs that start or end a chain. Thus, the fourth step is
to partition the remaining, unvisited pairs that all have type
EM,M M (note that they are sampled and matched by π in
both graphs).

For each unvisited pair e, the unvisited pair π(e) also has
type EM,M M (otherwise π(e) and e belong to some chain
and, hence, e is visited), thus the pairs e and π(e) are not null.
To build a cycle, we start with a pair e and build the sequence
(e, · · · , π c (e)), where c is the smallest number such that
π c (e) = e. We continue until there are no more unvisited
pairs. Note that each indicator of a pair belongs to at most
one chain or cycle because π is an injective function from
V12 to V22 . Fig. 3 provides examples of cycles of pairs under
the matching π from Fig. 1.
Note that pairs induced by transpositions generate cycles
of length two, i.e., for a pair e = (u, v) with π(u) = v
and π(v) = v the cycle (φ(e), φ(π(e)) is generated where
π 2 (e) = e.
Remember that we defined the indicator terms as follows:
(i) φ(e) = |1{e∈E1 (π)} − 1{π(e)∈E2 (π)} |; (ii) ψ1 (e) =
1{e∈E1 \E1 (π)} ; and (iii) ψ2 (e) = 1{e∈E2 \E2 (π)} . From the
definition, it is clear that for two node pairs ei 6= ej , we
have ψ1 (ei ) ⊥
⊥ ψ2 (ej ). Also, if ej ∈
/ {ei , π(ei )}, then
φ(ei ) ⊥
⊥ ψ1 (ej ), ψ2 (ej ). Further, if ej , π(ej ) ∈
/ {ei , π(ei )},
then φ(ei ) ⊥
⊥ φ(ej ).
Following these independence arguments, we simply can
conclude that indicators associated with different chains and
cycles are mutually independent, and these indicators are
correlated only with their precedent and subsequent terms
in induced sequences.
A PPENDIX III
M ARKING INDICATORS
In this appendix we show (i) that there is an efficient
algorithm for marking the indicator terms to break the
dependency between them; and (ii) based on this marking
strategy, we derive a bound for the concentration of Xπ
around its expected value.
In Lemmas 7 and 8 we defined induced sequences of
indicators terms and characterized their correlation. Now we
mark each indicator with alternating 0/1 in such a way that
the indicators with the same mark are independent; except
for the case when the beginning and the end of a cycle of
odd length have the same mark. Another requirement is that
for each type of indicator, i.e., (i) indicators φ(e) and (ii)
start/end indicators ψ1,2 (e) at least a constant fraction of
indicators should be marked with 0 and a constant fraction
of them with 1.
For a sequence of indicators (φ(e1 ), · · · φ(ei ), · · · φ(eq ))
induced by a cycle (See Lemma 7 ), we start with a pair φ(e1 )
and mark it with m (φ(e1 )) = 0. Next, we mark φ(e2 ) with
1, φ(e3 ) with 0 and so on. We continue the next sequence
with a new mark (if we ended with 1 then we start with 0
and vice versa) until there are no more cycles.
For a sequences induced by chains, it is slightly more
complicated. First, note that we can iteratively mark a
sequence from the beginning or from the end. Second,
we remind the reader that all the indicators induced by
e = e1 /eq beginning/end of the chain are either φ(e) for
e ∈ E∅,M ∗ ∪ E∅,∗M or ψ(e) for e ∈ EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,∅M ∪ EM,∅∅ .
Now, let us mark all the sequences of indicators induced
by chains while doing the following four steps iteratively:

1) Take the sequence that starts/ends with an indicator
φ(e) and mark φ(e) with
 m (φ(e)) = 0 next
 we mark
φ (π(e)) (or φ π −1 (e) ) with 1 , φ π 2 (e) with 0 and
so on.
2) Take the sequence that starts/ends with an indicator
ψ(e) and mark ψ(e) with
 m (ψ(e)) = 0 next
 we mark
φ (π(e)) (or φ π −1 (e) ) with 1, φ π 2 (e) with 0 and
so on.
3) Take the sequence that starts/ends with an indicator
φ(e) and mark φ(e) with
 m (φ(e)) = 1 next
 we mark
φ (π(e)) (or φ π −1 (e) ) with 0 , φ π 2 (e) with 1 and
so on.
4) Take the sequence that starts/ends with an indicator
ψ(e) and mark ψ(e) with
 m (ψ(e)) = 1 next
 we mark
φ (π(e)) (or φ π −1 (e) ) with 0, φ π 2 (e) with 1 and
so on.
If we do not have more sequences that starts/ends with
an indicator of one of the types, we continue marking the
remaining sequences alternating a start mark with 0 or 1.
Lemma 11: There exists a marking of the indicators
{φ(e) ∪ ψ1,2 (e)} with 0/1 labels such that
1
3

1) at least indicators of pairs {E∅,M ∗ ∪EM,M ∅ ∪EM,M M }
gets mark 0 and at least 13 gets mark 1.
2) at least 61 indicators {ψ1 (e)}, {ψ2 (e)} of sets of pairs
{EM,∅M ∪ EM,∅∅ }, {EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,∅∅ } respectively gets
mark 0 and at least 16 gets mark 1.
3) if m (φ(e1 )) = m (φ(e2 )) and e1 6= π c (e2 ) for some
c ≥ 0, then the indicators φ(e1 ) and φ(e2 ) are independent. The same is true for ψ1,2 terms.
Proof: We start by proving the second clause of the
lemma. At each iteration, out of eight considered start/end
indicators (four starts and four ends) at least two and at most
six have type ψ. Out of these six, at least one is marked with
0 at step two and at least one with 1 at step four (which
exactly amounts to at least 61 of the considered subset). If
we are in the case of no more chains starting/ending from
an indicator φ, we mark every second chain-start with 0. In
this case, at least 14 of indicators of type ψ is marked with
0. The same argument is true for mark 1.
Now we proof the first clause. Consider indicators {φ(e)}
of pairs {E∅,M ∗ ∪ EM,M ∅ ∪ EM,M M }. For the indicators
induced by cycles, we start numbering with 0, and alternating
0 and 1. Thus approximately (depending if we stopped at 0
or 1) half of pairs is marked with 0 and the rest is marked
with 1. For the chains, at least 16 start/end indicators of type
φ marked with 1 and same for mark 0 (The argument here is
the same as for indicators of pairs of type ψ.). For internal
indicators, as we alternate the start counter at each iteration,
at least 31 of the indicators is marked with 0 and at least 31
of the indicators is marked with 1.
The last independence statement follows directly from the
definition of the chains and cycles.
For simplicity, we write m(e) = 0/1 meaning m (φ(e)) =
0/1 or m (ψ(e)) = 0/1.
Using this marking, we split the Xπ into two sums: Xπ =

S1 + S2 where
P

S1 =

φ(e)

e∈E∅,M ∗ ∪EM,M ∅ ∪EM,M M
m(e)=0





+α 

P

P

ψ1 (e) +

e∈EM,∅M ∪EM,∅∅
m(e)=0

e∈EM,M ∅ ∪EM,∅∅
m(e)=0


ψ2 (e)

and
P

S2 =

φ(e)

e∈E∅,M ∗ ∪EM,M ∅ ∪EM,M M
m(e)=1





+α 

P

ψ1 (e) +

e∈EM,∅M ∪EM,∅∅
m(e)=1

P
e∈EM,M ∅ ∪EM,∅∅
m(e)=1


ψ2 (e)

Lemma 12: We have
E[Xπ ]
E[Xπ ]
E[S1 ] ≥
and E[S2 ] ≥
.
6
6
Proof: This follows directly from Lemma 11 and
linearity of expectation.
Lemma 13: Denote by µ1 = E[Xπ ] and by µ2 = E[Yπ ].
P[Xπ <
P[Yπ >

(µ1 − µ2 )2
µ1 + µ2
] ≤ 2 exp(−
)
2
96µ1
µ1 + µ2
(µ1 − µ2 )2
] ≤ exp(−
)
2
12µ1

Proof: As Xπ = S1 + S2 , then
P[Xπ < (1 − )µ1 ]
h
i
[
≤ P S1 < (1 − )E[S1 ] S2 < (1 − )E[S2 ]
≤ P [S1 < (1 − )E[S1 ]] + P [S2 < (1 − )E[S2 ]] .
We prove that P[S1 < (1 − )E[S1 ]) (the proof for S2
is similar). As the result of Lemma 11, all the terms in
S1 are independent except the case where in a cycle the
beginning and the end indicators have the same mark. For
those cycles φ(e1 ), . . . , φ(ec ), we introduce a new variable
c)
and for the rest of indicators we define
We1 = φ(e1 )+φ(e
2
P
We = φ(e)
.
Note
that
if W =
Wei , then 2W = S1 and
2
all We terms are independent.
hX
i
P [S1 < (1 − )E[S1 ]] = P
Wi < (1 − )E[W ]


E[W ]2
≤ exp −
(by a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound 10)
2




E[S1 ]2
E[Xπ ]2
≤ exp −
≤ exp −
(by Lemma 12)
4
24
−µ2
2
, note that µ1 +µ
To sum up, we put  = µ12µ
= µ1 −
2
1
µ1 −µ2
µ1 −µ2
= µ1 (1 − 2µ1 ), and obtain the bound for Xπ . For
2
−µ2
2
µ2 we can write similarly µ1 +µ
= µ2 (1+ µ12µ
). The result
2
1
for Yπ follows directly from a Chernoff bound because all
the terms are independent.

